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grievances to a Parliament at Edinburgh, religion to a Kirk Assembly. The Scots could not meet Ms argument that the late Assembly had been elected on an illegal system and under considerable pressure. They promised to dissolve the Tables, and restore the royal castles they had captured in Scotland. Both armies were to disband. Such was the treaty of Berwick, broken as soon as signed.
The Scots put it about that Charles had promised to ratify anything and everything that Parliament and Assembly voted. Meanwhile they insisted on excluding the bishops from their seats. They then abolished episcopacy altogether. Charles consented to this as a provisional matter, but refused to accept it as a permanent arrangement. They replied by reconstituting their Parliament, denying his right even to prorogue it, and insisting that the royal castles should only be handed over to commanders approved by themselves. " There is a Scottish proverb," wrote Charles, " that bids you put two locks on your door when you have made friends with your foe."
The usual justification for the Scottish breach of faith is that King Charles could not be trusted, that there was a real fear of his revoking all concessions, admittedly reluctant, as soon as he had military strength. It would be a better reason for not signing a treaty than for breaking one already signed. And there is no trace of renewed preparations to coerce Scotland until the Scots had made it quite dear that they were not going to abide by the treaty.
If rebellion means anything, then Argyle and his friends were rebels. They were twisting the agreement of Berwick into a revolutionary instrument more potent than their army. And that army, disbanded now, could spring to life a good deal quicker than Charles could raise forces to punish them. Unpunished rebellion is a contagious thing, and there were plenty of English malcontents learning from the Covenanters how a King may be reduced to impotence. Charles could rely on no one. Hamilton had long ago got a foot into the Covenanting

